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What is coronavirus?
The disease causes respiratory illness (like the ﬂu) with symptoms such as a cough, fever,
and in more severe cases, diﬃculty breathing. People with COVID-19 generally develop signs
and symptoms, including mild respiratory symptoms and fever, on an average of 5-6 days
after infection (mean incubation period 5-6 days, range 1-14 days). Most people infected with
COVID-19 virus have mild disease and recover.

How did this become a pandemic?
In order for something to be considered a pandemic, the virus or disease must spread to other
countries. For corona, it has spread to 110 other countries and has killed over 100,000 people
worldwide. The virus is easily spread just by touching surfaces that previously was touched by
someone with the virus then touching your mouth or eyes. Being coughed or sneezed on can also be
a factor to this.

So what are the symptoms and what does
it primarily affect?
Symptoms can include coughing, sneezing, fever, flu like symptoms, and difficulty breathing. This
virus primarily affects your lungs and respiratory system.

What are the current statistics of this
virus?
It has been recently said that there are more than 116,000 deaths worldwide with 1,872,000 confirmed
cases. So far around 434,000 of those cases those people survived the virus. Because of this impact,
everyone has been put on quarantine which includes staying at home (travel ban), restaurants are closed for
the public to dine, schools are closed, and everyone has to social distance and stay 6 feet away from each
other.

How it can spread and how to prevent it
Coronavirus can be spread by getting sneezed on, coughed on, touching previous surfaces them
touching your mouth or eyes, etc. Ways you can prevent it can include washing your hands, wearing
a mask, putting on hand sanitizer, and social distance yourself from friends and non immediate
family.

Misconceptions about this virus
1.
2.
3.

Spraying/pouring chlorine or alcohol can kill the virus and it’s germs. This is false and pouring these
things can actually harm you and your skin.
Another misconception is only older people and very young kids can get corona. This is also false.
Older people and younger kids are more likely to get it but everyone is also at risk no matter what age.
The last one is that wearing a mask can prevent you from getting the virus. This is false because you
are still at risk for getting it, wearing a mask prevents the individual from spreading it not getting it.

Life during the pandemic
Right now it is very difficult living during this. Everyone is on a travel ban which means you can’t drive
anywhere unless it is necessary. Everyone must social distance and stay away from everyone by 6
feet; which means no one can hang out with their friends. Also, nonessential places like restaurants
(no dine in), arcades, skating, etc are closed until further notice. This is very stressful for me and
everyone. Oh and also people are going crazy over toilet paper and getting in fights for it, very
strange.

What does the future mean?
No one knows for sure right now so everyone is taking guesses and predictions. Because everything is
closed, once things open up again, there will be a small maximum capacity so floods of people don’t
start coming at once. Stalk markets will start going back to normal after a few months and everything
will equal out over months or a year.

Disclaimer for the meme, alcohol cannot kill the virus
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